EVERYTHING IN WAVES
On the new extended player Fading Out, New York-based EVERYTHING IN WAVES delivers a poetic union of emo, indie
and electronic elements that come together effortlessly to create an outstanding mini-album that is poignant yet
consoling. Lush layers, memorable hooks and smart lyrics crafted with a deeply rooted and deceptively simple organic
feel, you'll be hard-pressed to choose a favorite as each song connects and resonates throughout your entire being.
"Fading Out is the most personal music I have ever written. It helped me cope with the demise of an emotionally abusive
relationship by giving me a therapeutic outlet into which I could express all of my troubled thoughts and feelings. The
words and music of this album completely encapsulate a very tumultuous time in my life. On my debut Echoes, I took a
more symbolic approach to songwriting and wrote non-biographical lyrics. But Fading Out is the exact opposite.
Everything that I sing about on this album actually happened to me. It's all genuine and real. It was a difGicult yet
refreshing challenge to put myself out there completely raw and exposed, so I hope you can feel the sincerity and
vulnerability in these songs," says frontman Anthony DelPlato.
Anthony continues, "Disassociation is probably the track that hits me the hardest as it describes the severe anxiety I
endured as a result of this toxic partnership. I was completely losing touch with reality. I'd often have someone screaming
in my face, yet nothing around me felt real anymore. This song's lyrics explain exactly how I felt in that moment and how I
dealt with it. The title track Fading Out closes the loosely chronological sequence and narrates the end of this disastrous
connection. The suffering, the pain, the misery, it all Ginally started to fade away. This is not a happy album, but one that I
think we can all associate with. It gives us some reassurance that we are never really alone when we experience sadness,
heartbreak and loss...knowing that eventually, it will be nothing but just a memory.”
Nature Park | Sidestreet | Disassociation | So Far Away | Fading Out

Fading Out was produced, performed, recorded, mixed and mastered by Anthony DelPlato at Low Oak Studios in Upstate
New York. Album artwork by Nick Sessanna. Video for Fading Out by John Szuch. Photo by Anthony DelPlato. Everything in
Waves’ discography includes the debut full-length Echoes and single Colors Return. The band resides in Buffalo, New York.
Recommended For Fans of: Bon Iver, Death Cab For Cutie, Radical Face, Postal Service, Minus The Bear
Genre: Emo / Electronic / Indie Pop / Emotronic

